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ABSTRACT 
 

The theory of the unitary executive is sometimes used to suggest that Article II‘s 

―executive power‖ extends to complete control of the executive branch. While presidents 

have rarely come close to that ideal, for some decades administrative strategies have been 

key to how presidents have exercised control over governmental outcomes -- and thus, to 

how they have exercised power. In thinking about the future of presidential power, this 

essay traces how recent developments in presidential administrative strategies have tilted 

the bureaucratic playing field in favor of the executive branch. It stresses the role of 

appointments, regulatory review, managerial directives, and the theoretic underpinning of 

these through the invocation of presidential "rights" that lead from the Nixon, Reagan, 

and George W. Bush administrations to the choices facing Barack Obama. 

 

 

―Whose bureaucracy is this, anyway?‖: a seemingly simple question, but one with 

immense practical import. [1] 

Not surprisingly, presidents have a preferred answer: it‘s theirs. And in recent years they 

have sought to impose that answer on the political system in increasingly systematic, even 

aggressive, ways. Article II of the Constitution leads off by vesting ―the executive Power‖ in 

the president: that ―does not mean some of the executive power,‖ Supreme Court Justice 

Antonin Scalia noted in 1988, ―but all of it.‖ [2] President George W. Bush extended that 

conclusion to conceiving a ―unitary executive branch‖ completely under presidential 

direction. Pushed to its logical extreme, such a model denied the ability of other political 

actors to constrain presidential preferences, even their legitimacy in so attempting. Talking of 

the controversial administrative initiatives taken after the September 11 attacks, for instance, 

a former Bush administration attorney observed that ―It‘s not that they think they‘re skirting 

the law. They think that this is the law.‖ [3] 

La loi, c’est moi?: to be sure, presidents have rarely come close to that ideal. Indeed, 

despite its recent invocations, the academic theory of the unitary executive does not designate 

which powers belong exclusively to the president. [4] Bureaucrats have multiple principals, 

including legislators, judges, and statute. [5] While the Constitution vests the executive power 
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in the president, it does not define what that power is, or how far it extends, or where that 

extension meets the powers of other political actors. Instead, the long annals of inter-

institutional contestation have done most of the defining. A ―page of history,‖ as Justice 

Oliver Wendell Holmes put it, ―is worth a volume of logic.‖ [6] 

Still, history has played out in a certain overall direction. The American national state has 

expanded dramatically – urged on by Depression, war, civil rights, and regulatory zeal. 

Divided government and partisan polarization have made achieving legislative action more 

difficult, and what Elena Kagan called asserting ―directive authority‖ over the bureaucracy 

more appealing. [7] As a result, presidents have had both enhanced opportunity and motive to 

seek to influence bureaucratic action and policy implementation – that is, governmental 

outcomes. Such influence is the very definition of presidential power. [8] 

The present essay, then, assesses the development of bureaucratic control as a mechanism 

for the expression of presidential power. George W. Bush attracted much attention for his 

aggressive use of executive unilateralism; but his efforts extended principles and precedents 

established by his predecessors. This intellectual and political lineage, tracing what Richard 

Nathan called ―the administrative presidency,‖ [9] is the central topic here. The empirics 

focus on the Nixon and Reagan administrations‘ development of the theoretic and practical 

tools that underwrote Bush‘s variation on the theme. 

For Nixon, as Nathan wrote, this was the ―plot that failed.‖ [10] But Nixon‘s successors 

tinkered with his script, with real success. Will Barack Obama, to whom these administrative 

strategies have been passed down, rewrite the plot? A page of history suggests that the answer 

is ‗no.‘ 

 

 

CREATING A “ZONE OF AUTONOMY” 
 

The Constitution lays out only the bare bones of the relationship between president and 

bureaucracy. After the vesting clause, Article II goes on to assign the responsibility of the 

president to ―take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed‖ and lays out his power to make 

appointments (subject to the advice and consent of the Senate), fill vacant posts, and ―require 

the Opinion, in writing, of the principal Officer in each of the executive Departments, upon 

any Subject relating to the Duties of their respective Offices.‖ This last clearly contemplates 

both executive departments and a managerial hierarchy topped by the president. Nor does the 

Constitution create a plural executive, as some would have preferred. [11] The framers 

instead heeded the argument represented by James Iredell‘s remarks to the North Carolina 

ratifying convention in July 1788 (which themselves reflect Hamilton‘s better-known 

endorsement in Federalist #70 of the accountability that flows from ―unity‖): Iredell noted 

that ―had [the president] a council by whose advice he was bound to act, his responsibility, in 

all such cases, must be destroyed.‖ [12] 

As noted above, the ―executive power‖ itself is left undefined. As a result, arguments 

over what it might constitute started with the Washington administration and have continued 

ever since. Did the executive power allow presidents to do more or less anything, so long as it 

was not expressly forbidden them in the constitution or the laws? Supreme Court Justice 

James McReynolds sarcastically commented in 1926 that if such ―illimitable‖ power existed, 

it seemed rather odd that the framers should have bothered to haggle over the need to grant 
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that executive the authority to ask for memos from his subordinates. [13] Even James Wilson 

of Pennsylvania, an early advocate of a strong presidency, declared that ―the only powers he 

conceived strictly Executive were those of executing the laws, and appointing officers.‖ [14] 

As time went on, the balance of power between the branches has ebbed and flowed. 

Those developments are chronicled in depth elsewhere. [15] But one notable shift, especially 

since the 1970s, has been the rise in importance of exactly what Wilson sought to downplay: 

the power inherent in ―executing the laws and appointing officers.‖ 

Taking the second first, the executive departments and agencies now house some 3.3 

million civilian and military personnel who report to the president. That figure does not 

include postal workers, workers paid for by government grants, or those contracted as third 

parties to do public sector work. If included these would bring what Paul Light calls ―the true 

size of government‖ to an astounding 14.6 million persons. [16] 

Clearly no one person can do anything like manage this mass of personnel. Presidents 

have reacted in two ways. On the one hand, they have increased the size of their own, 

centralized staff: the Executive Office of the President (EOP) has grown to around fifteen 

hundred staff in its own right. On the other, they have paid increased attention to the wide 

range of political positions within their control, seeking to (as one aide to George W. Bush 

put it) ―implant their DNA throughout the government.‖ [17] This meant looking for direct 

loyalty even in the lower-level appointments once frequently delegated to Cabinet secretaries. 

The growing number of political, and politicized, officers reflected the growth in the size 

and scope of the U.S. government generally. The sheer number of laws and the 

institutionalization of a regulatory state enhanced the discretion bureaucrats had to shape 

policy at the most tangible level. ―In a complex, technologically advanced society in which 

the role of government is pervasive,‖ Nathan pointed out in 1983, ―much of what we would 

define as policymaking is done through the execution of laws in the management process.‖ 

[18] Indeed, the most salient events of recent years have been basically administrative in 

nature, from the handling of Hurricane Katrina and post-war Iraq to the implementation of 

environmental regulation and financial bailouts. That implies real advantage to the use of 

unilateral administrative tools as a mechanism for policy change. Directing bureaus to 

implement the law in a certain way – whether through executive orders, signing statements, 

regulatory review, or simple directive memoranda – may do as much to shape ―real‖ policy as 

does legislative action. Even if Congress objects to the presidential interpretation, presidents 

(as unitary actors) have a structural edge over their collective co-equal branch. As Alexander 

Hamilton shrewdly predicted, ―the Executive in the exercise of its constitutional powers, may 

establish an antecedent state of things‖ which shapes the policy terrain other political actors 

must cross. Congress may be the first branch, but it doesn‘t usually get the first move. 

Relatedly, presidents have taken to heart the claims of the theory of the ―unitary 

executive,‖ at least its aggressively exegetic interpretation. This means asserting expansive 

boundaries to the office‘s prerogative authority, leading to broad claims about secrecy, war 

powers, and the unilateral abilities of the president to act in the absence of legislative 

authorization (or even in the face of legislative disapproval.) 

Such stratagems may bring with them their own costs. [19] Nonetheless, efforts to control 

bureaucratic preferences and thus policy implementation – through people, and through 

processes – have become a crucial part of how presidents sought to fortify their office‘s 

powers vis-à-vis other political actors. Presidents have sought to place such tactics within 

what George W. Bush‘s administration called the president‘s ―zone of autonomy‖ [20] – a 
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zone whose boundaries would be determined by the president himself, and which clearly lay 

in newly occupied interbranch territory. 

 

 

NIXON’S “PLOT THAT FAILED” 
 

To understand these developments, we must first look back to the administration of 

Richard Nixon. Nixon set an administrative template still utilized today. The vocabulary of 

―rights‖ he used in justifying his aggressive managerial tactics set the tone for his successors. 

And the anvil against which subsequent presidents have hammered out their expanded power 

is the legislative resurgence against Watergate and the ―imperial presidency.‖ [21] 

Nixon sought sequentially to shift policymaking resources to the EOP and to politicize 

the wider bureaucracy. Early on the plan to rein in the wider executive branch, whose policy 

preferences Nixon distrusted, involved centralized control: as a 1972 staff memo reminded 

the president, ―To … attempt to gain control, we attempted to manage the government by 

establishing a bureaucracy to deal with the existing bureaucracy.‖ [22] The so-called 

Responsiveness Project of the first term likewise sought to ensure the ―use of the available 

federal machinery,‖ as White House counsel John Dean put it, to help the administration‘s 

friends, and ―to screw our political enemies.‖ [23] At its most sinister, such machinery could 

coordinate or even (as with the ―Plumbers‖) direct illegal operations and domestic 

surveillance. 

Less dramatically, a Domestic Council (and its staff) was created to serve as the 

counterpart to the National Security Council (and its staff); the NSC staff, which saw a 

tripling of its budget under key aide Henry Kissinger, was to be the main source of foreign 

policy advice and even operations. Nixon‘s major foreign policy endeavors ran through the 

Situation Room, not the State Department. The reorganization of the Bureau of the Budget 

into the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) emphasized Nixon‘s ambitions regarding 

how the departments and agencies were run. Along these lines Nixon charged OMB with 

reviewing agency regulations before they were issued. 

But by 1972 Nixon‘s staffers felt the first term strategy had not been a success. ―In the 

second term,‖ they argued, ―the President must gain control of the bureaucracy by staffing it 

with his people‖ – ―Nixon loyalists‖ would be put in place to ―re-take‖ the departments. [24] 

To achieve that, the administration began an overt program of politicization complete 

with regular reports to Nixon chief of staff H.R. Haldeman on the progress made in ―gaining 

control of the bureaucracy.‖ When the credentials of one nominee were questioned by 

Haldeman, for example – ―How tried and true a loyalist is he? ‖ – personnel chief Fred Malek 

responded with a detailed description of the administration‘s plans for ―further steps to 

politicize the individuals and gain their complete loyalty.‖
 
This included significant training, 

including a seminar to teach Nixonians how to deal with recalcitrant career employees. [25] 

But given that the lower-level appointees of the first term, whom Nixon had allowed cabinet 

members to put in place, were ―all but impossible to dislodge,‖ Martin Anderson would later 

conclude that ―Nixon lost his opportunity to govern before he started.‖ [26] 

Nixon‘s administrative strategy also included his aggressive interpretation of Article II‘s 

―executive power.‖ What was new was the way the language of ―rights‖ pervaded the 

administration‘s justifications for unilateralism. In some areas, it seemed, the separation of 
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powers was absolute. As Nixon claimed in 1973, ―the manner in which the president 

exercises his assigned executive powers is not subject to questioning by another branch of the 

government.‖ [27] Attorney General Richard Kleindienst told the Senate in 1973 the 

president could direct any member of the executive branch, including those confirmed by the 

Senate, to refuse to give Congress information: ―your power to get what the President 

knows,‖ he said, ―is in the President‘s hands.‖ [28] 

That claim dealt with process; but Nixon also made a play to define those ―assigned 

executive powers‖ themselves. ―In the president‘s hands,‖ for instance, was apparently the 

location of the public purse. The administration argued that while Congress had the power to 

appropriate funds, the executive power covered their actual expenditure; as the OMB‘s 

Caspar Weinberger put it, ―a law appropriating funds is permissive and not mandatory in 

nature.‖ Thus, as Nixon himself claimed, ―The Constitutional right of the President of the 

United States to impound funds…is absolutely clear.‖ [29] The president‘s actions in this area 

had corresponding clarity: impoundments encompassed an astonishing 20% of discretionary 

spending by 1973. These were targeted at particular policies; in 1972, after Nixon‘s veto of a 

water pollution act was overridden, the president impounded more than half of the funds 

committed through the law. A federal court, overturning another impoundment, pointed out 

the implications for executive power: ―if the power sought here were found valid, no barrier 

would remain to the executive ignoring any and all Congressional authorizations if he deemed 

them... to be contrary to the needs of the nation.‖ [30] 

In at least one signing statement, Nixon deemed just that. When Congress passed 

language in 1971 stating it was now United States policy to ―terminate at the earliest 

practicable date‖ American involvement in Vietnam, Nixon declared it ―without binding force 

or effect‖ since ―it does not reflect my judgment about the way in which the war should be 

brought to a conclusion…. [It] will not change the policies I have pursued and that I shall 

continue to pursue toward this end.‖ [31] 

Yet even before Nixon‘s resignation Congress had begun to respond to these claims and 

actions with a long list of enactments seeking to extend legislative power over budgeting, war 

powers, and intelligence. Nixon‘s administrative strategy, then, was ―the plot that failed,‖ 

overwhelmed by his overreach and his administration‘s criminality. 

Nathan concluded his discussion of Nixon‘s administrative efforts by noting that ―it is 

possible that a president with a coherent program could organize his administration to 

navigate a course similar to Nixon‘s plan‖ but that Watergate‘s ―aftertaste‖ would likely 

―discourage an American president from soon again attempting this kind of domestic strategy. 

Such a firm grabbing of the reins with an emphasis on administrative accomplishment may 

now be unacceptable.‖ [32] 

 

 

THE REAGAN YEARS: THE PLOT THAT THICKENED 
 

For the remainder of the 1970s, this proved true. But the Reagan administration entered 

office in 1981 with a strong feeling that the post-Watergate resurgence had gone too far. 

Reagan‘s White House counselor and attorney general, Edwin Meese bemoaned ―the 

legislative opportunism‖ of the era, arguing it had created a ―major threat to constitutional 

government.‖ [33] 
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The administration responded accordingly. While Reagan may have been the ―Great 

Communicator,‖ it is too often forgotten that management was at the heart of the Reagan 

Revolution. Indeed, in a December 1980 transition memo to the incoming administration, 

longtime OMB stalwart and public administrator Dwight Ink warned, ―The ability of the 

Reagan Administration to act will be no better than the capacity of the departments and 

agencies to manage.‖ [34] And the Nixon model of the same – shy, they hoped, the detours 

into abuses of power – was present and correct, in the personae and plans of many of 

Reagan‘s new staffers, from George Shultz to Caspar Weinberger to Martin Anderson. 

The first step was the appointment process, under the credo ―Personnel is Policy.‖ [35] 

Anderson, who had felt the Nixon politicization scheme was too little, too late, pushed for 

early and extensive planning on this front. [36] All Carter appointees were removed – Meese 

said ―an empty office was better than a holdover‖ – including even ostensibly non-partisan 

slots. Appointees at both the cabinet and subcabinet level, along with members of the Senior 

Executive Service and judicial nominees, were centrally selected and vetted for ideological 

purity, then given what Anderson termed three rounds of ―indoctrination,‖ including one by 

conservative think tanks. [37] An internal memo stressed that departmental candidates must 

―have [a] clear understanding that being responsive to the White House is critical. Need 

someone loyal…. who can‖ serve as a ―good communicator of RR goals.‖ [38] 

The Presidential Personnel Office forms required of those seeking non-career 

appointments asked candidates to provide information ―pertinent to your philosophical 

commitment to the policies of this administration‖ along with the name of the campaign 

supervisor with whom they had worked during the Reagan/Bush campaign. [39] The same or 

stronger standards held for slots in EOP. After the creation of OMB, the agency had added a 

layer of political appointees, the PADs (program associate directors), between the substantive 

branches and the director‘s office. If such ―politicization‖ of a staff long renowned for 

―neutral competence‖ was decried by most academics, presidents made no apologies, and 

PADs‘ roles remained critical to the White House as a means (as one staffer put it) ―to ensure 

that th[e] temptation‖ of ―softpedal[ing]‖ presidential priorities against legislative and 

departmental recalcitrance ―is resisted.‖ It was crucial for PADs to have ―ideological 

commitment to the President‘s goal[s],‖ but negotiation skills were as important as 

―ideological fortitude‖; better, the White House thought, to ―have a savvy politician with only 

rudimentary knowledge of the relevant issue areas than an issues expert who is politically 

naïve.‖ [40] Notably, budget director David Stockman was made part of the Reagan cabinet; 

his deputy, Ed Harper (another Nixon policy veteran), held the simultaneous title of assistant 

to the president, and attended White House senior staff meetings. [41] 

This overlap of WHO and OMB was particularly important given that massive tax and 

domestic spending cuts drove Reagan‘s first year agenda. Impoundments, per se, were not on 

the table, but massive rescission proposals were. (OMB called this ―Operation Flush,‖ since it 

aimed to clear the budget ―authority pipelines.‖) [42] On the ―M‖ side, OMB‘s Lawrence 

Kudlow stressed in 1982 that ―management initiatives are a serious part of the overall budget 

savings plan.‖ [43] This included an array of strategies that included the tighter linkage of 

budgeting to management and the creation of various management councils to root out 

government waste. The Grace Commission became the best known of these, but there were 

also more permanent additions to the interagency firmament (such as the President‘s Council 

on Management Improvement) to flesh out the ―Reform ‗88‖ initiative spearheaded by OMB. 

A Management Report was added to the president‘s annual budget presentation starting in 
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fiscal 1986, and the administration pushed hard to create the government-wide position of 

Chief Financial Officer. [44] 

The idea, as an OMB staffer noted, was to ―get it institutionalized – or it will not survive 

in Washington, D.C.‖ [45] One crucial advance along these lines was Reagan‘s formalization 

of a truncated initiative of the Nixon administrative presidency: the use of OMB to centralize 

the review of major regulations. Following Nixon, Presidents Ford and Carter had directed 

agencies to consider the inflationary impact and cost-benefit ratio of new regulations, but 

applied no sanctions; as a 1981 memo conceded, their efforts ―did not make much of an 

inroad into the substance of regulations.‖ [46] Reagan, by contrast, stated flatly in Executive 

Order 12291 that, by ―the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and laws of 

the United States‖ – though no laws or authorities were specified – ―…. regulatory action 

shall not be undertaken unless the potential benefits to society for the regulation outweigh the 

potential costs to society.‖ OMB, through the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs 

(OIRA), had the power to recommend that regulations be withdrawn if they could not ―be 

reformulated to meet its objections.‖ As internal memos make clear, any objections of this 

kind were dictated at least in part by the West Wing: the ―views … of senior White House 

staff members are of course critical,‖ OIRA head James C. Miller III assured one such staff 

member. [47] 

The Administration sought diligently to publicize and enforce its new process to and 

upon the departments. The latter were not eager to comply: in 1983 the head of the 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) caused what OMB deputy director 

Joseph Wright told Ed Meese was a ―run on E.O. 12291,‖ when he declined to obtain final 

OMB clearance before sending a rule to the Federal Register. ―A premeditated attempt to 

circumvent a Presidential Order should not be allowed to go unnoticed,‖ Wright complained. 

―I would strongly suggest that you bring in [OSHA and Labor] and that we have a very 

serious discussion…. Last year, we brought in several Administrators from the Department of 

Transportation to have ‗religious sessions‘ – I certainly think another one is required in this 

case.‖ [48] 

Another strategy for helping agencies to get presidential religion was the use of ―signing 

statements.‖ Nixon, as we have seen, did use statements designed to signal the 

administration‘s intent not to comply with legislative intent. But according to Phillip Cooper, 

―it was the Reagan administration that had taken what had been a relatively benign and 

largely ceremonial practice… and worked to make it a systematic and effective weapon to 

trump congressional action.‖ [49] A 1986 memo by the Justice Department‘s Samuel Alito 

laid out the issues at hand. ―Our primary objective,‖ he wrote, ―is to ensure that Presidential 

signing statements assume their rightful place in the interpretation of legislation.‖ He noted 

the ―potential increase of presidential power‖ this entailed and the likely resentment it would 

stir in Congress. He asked, but didn‘t answer, a key question: ―what happens when there is a 

clear conflict between the congressional and presidential understanding? Whose intent 

controls?‖ [50] 

But the administration‘s feelings on that point seemed clear nonetheless, grounded as 

they were in a broader theory of the ―unitary executive‖ more coherent than Nixon‘s deeply-

felt, but somewhat ad hoc, assertion of executive rights. The theory was developed (in Alito‘s 

phrase) as ―the gospel according to OLC.‖ [51] It was applied in cases such as the legislative 

veto. Brushing aside those pragmatists in the administration who wanted to work with 

Congress on the issue, Attorney General William French Smith told Reagan in 1981 that any 
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such veto was ―an unconstitutional encroachment by the Congress on the exercise of 

Presidential authority. It now represents a major danger to the independence and authority of 

the Executive branch.‖ It didn‘t help that it also made it too easy for legislators to ―thwart 

important proposals of your Administration.‖ [52] 

But the theory went further. Congress was not just Democratic, it was, well, Congress – 

interested mostly in district pork and in fine-tuning rather than eliminating the welfare state. 

Thus ―the initial purpose of the unitary executive theory,‖ Jeffrey Rosen has argued, ―was to 

strike a blow at the heart of the regulatory state.‖ [53] In this view the Congressional (and 

Court-aided) creation of putatively executive actors partially insulated from presidential reach 

was illegitimate. 

As with Nixon, issues of information control and war powers were given special attention 

in this regard. Sometimes they were linked: for example, after Reagan had issued a national 

security directive governing the disclosure of information deemed sensitive, Congress passed 

a bill forbidding the administration from enforcing its punitive provisions. Reagan signed it – 

but stated that since it ―impermissibly interfered with my ability to prevent unauthorized 

disclosures of our most sensitive diplomatic, military, and intelligence activities...., in 

accordance with my sworn obligation to preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution, [this 

section] will be considered of no force or effect. . .‖ [54] 

While Reagan rarely invoked executive privilege by name, the Justice Department laid 

out legal justifications for restricting legislative access to ―pre-decisional, deliberative‖ 

information. Reagan also sought rollbacks in the Freedom of Information Act, and he issued 

an executive order granting presidents executive privilege over the records due for release in 

their presidential libraries. The Los Angeles Times went so far as to complain that Reagan ―set 

a policy and tone for secrecy in government that exceeds anything since Watergate. In fact, 

not even during the Nixon years were so many steps taken to establish secrecy as government 

policy.‖ [55] 

The Reagan attitude towards war powers and covert action flowed from similar 

assumptions about presidential power. The president shrugged off the War Powers 

Resolution‘s consultation and reporting requirements, [56] most notably perhaps in the 

invasion of Grenada in 1983 and retaliatory strikes in Libya in 1986 but not only then. In 

1987-88, for example, the administration denied that troops were being introduced into 

hostilities in the Persian Gulf, despite a series of military incidents related to the Iran-Iraq 

war. [57] ―Imminent danger‖ pay was approved for servicemen there; but this, the 

administration insisted, did not mean they were involved in the ―imminent hostilities‖ that 

would trigger the WPR. 

In one case the WPR was invoked, the only time its ―clock‖ has ever been started. A full 

year after the president sent peacekeeping troops to Lebanon, Congress authorized their 

ultimately tragic mission Lebanon for eighteen months. The president accepted the legislative 

―support‖ but didn‘t agree he needed it. As he put it in a signing statement attached to the 

authorization, ―I do not and cannot cede any of the authority vested in me under the 

Constitution as President and as Commander in Chief of the United States Armed Forces. Nor 

should my signing be viewed as any acknowledgment that the President‘s constitutional 

authority can be impermissibly infringed by statute.‖ [58]  

Statute did not affect U.S. policy in important cases of covert action, either. Most 

prominent was the Iran-contra affair, an operation centralized in the National Security 

Council staff and justified by the commander in chief power and the need for secrecy in 
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pursuing the national interest. The president, independent counsel Lawrence Walsh would 

conclude, had not committed a crime. But he strongly scored ―the President‘s disregard for 

civil laws enacted to limit presidential actions abroad‖ (the Boland Amendment, the Arms 

Export Control Act and congressional-notification requirements in covert-action laws) which 

―created a climate in which some of the Government officers assigned to implement his 

policies felt emboldened to circumvent such laws.‖ [59] 

 

 

GEORGE W. BUSH: ADVANCING THE PLOT 
 

Given the political damage Iran-contra inflicted on Reagan, it can be argued that while 

the administrative plot had thickened, it had not fully gelled. Even so, the administration left 

important lessons in bureaucratic control to its heirs. In 2002 George W. Bush, echoing the 

Reagan years, emphasized his ―obligation to make sure that the Presidency remains robust‖ 

and his ―duty to protect the executive branch from legislative encroachment.‖ [60] Bush‘s 

concern for his office was perhaps overblown: as we have seen, the tools of appointments, 

executive orders, regulatory review, signing statements, and even the language of executive 

unitary ―rights,‖ were all on the table well before 2001. But those tools were utilized 

skillfully, and unhesitantly, from the very start of the Bush term. [61] 

James Pfiffner characterized the ―Bush approach to executive management‖ as 

encompassing ―secrecy, speed, and top-down control.‖ [62] The Reagan approach to 

appointments, for example, was adopted and expanded. [63] Clay Johnson, head of the White 

House personnel office, interviewed and approved each candidate for appointment, giving 

Cabinet members a pre-approved short list of departmental senior staffers. In all cases loyalty 

was the paramount qualification. Michael Brown, later director of the Federal Emergency 

Management Agency (FEMA), became the poster child for the potential hazards of this 

approach after Hurricane Katrina; still, Bush, like his predecessors, viewed the appointment 

strategy as a necessary mechanism for asserting control over the wider executive branch. The 

president made it clear early on that he would not tolerate disobedient agency heads: when the 

head of the Army Corps of Engineers complained publicly about his allotted budget, for 

instance, he was summarily dismissed. 

Throughout his term Bush promulgated the ―President‘s Management Agenda‖ through 

OMB, rating agencies and programs on a variety of fronts, from personnel management to ―e-

government.‖ By many accounts agency managers took quite the exercise more seriously than 

in past iterations – mainly because the administration made a renewed effort to tie 

management and program effectiveness to budgetary decisions. New personnel systems were 

created in the new Department of Homeland Security and within the Department of Defense, 

aiming to enhance executive control over pay, performance, and discipline for some 900,000 

employees. The PMA also assessed the use of outside contracting, leading to the expansion of 

its use, even to military support positions. As with Nixon‘s earlier project, contracts were 

apparently at times tied to political responsiveness. [64] 

Similar centralized discipline extended to the review of agency regulations by OMB. The 

agency was aggressively skeptical of the costs and benefits of agency action, bolstered when 

in his second term the president issued executive order 13422 adding internal ―guidance 

documents‖ to the regulatory materials requiring review and mandating that a new political 
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appointee sign off on anything included in an agency‘s annual rulemaking plan. [65] The 

emphasis on influencing statutory interpretation, and thus the practicalities of implementation, 

was particularly strong after Democrats regained congressional majorities in the 2006 

elections. As John Graham (who headed OIRA during Bush‘s first term) noted, ―creative 

lawyers can find lots of lawful ways for a determined president to advance an agenda.‖ [66] 

As a backstop, presidential staffers energetically involved themselves in a wide range of other 

agency activities that threatened to prescribe policy divergent from presidential preferences. 

Bush‘s desire to impose his preferences on environmental policy attracted perhaps the most 

attention, but few areas escaped review. [67] 

All this fell within the Bush administration‘s broader attitude towards executive power. 

The Bush version of the unitary executive, as laid out in memos by lawyers in the Justice and 

Defense Departments and the Office of the Vice President, made it clear that the executive 

would unilaterally draw the boundary lines between the branches. [68] Thus, to the notion 

that the executive power was the indivisible purview of the president was appended the 

assertion that the scope of that executive power was also defined by the president. This gave 

new resonance to the older claim that Congress could not infringe legislatively on the 

president‘s constitutional authority. In this view, not only could the president act when 

Congress had not acted in a given area, but even in the face of congressional opposition. 

This philosophy suggested a new scope for controlling the bureaucracy. For example, 

after the September 11 terrorist attacks the president ordered the National Security Agency 

(NSA) to monitor certain international calls. On its face, this seemed to violate the 

requirements of the 1978 Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) that warrants for such 

surveillance be obtained when ―U.S. persons‖ were involved. When the initiative was 

revealed in late 2005, the administration argued that the president had both inherent and 

statutory power to order such wiretaps. The Justice Department told Congress that ―the NSA 

activities are supported by the President‘s well-recognized inherent constitutional authority of 

Commander in Chief …. The President has the chief responsibility under the Constitution to 

protect American from attack, and the Constitution gives the President the authority necessary 

to fulfill that solemn responsibility.‖ While the administration argued that the Authorization 

for the Use of Military Force (AUMF) approved by Congress in September 2001 by-passed 

FISA‘s warrant requirement, this was secondary: to the extent that FISA infringed upon the 

Commander in Chief power, it was itself unconstitutional. [69] 

Parallel claims were made in other areas. The administration claimed the authority to 

designate ―enemy combatants,‖ even U.S. citizens, and to place them outside the reach of the 

civilian court system. They were to be tried, if at all, by military tribunals, themselves 

established by a presidential order of November 2001. The procedures for those tribunals, and 

the treatment of detainees generally, were to be determined by the executive branch. A memo 

constructed by a working group of administration attorneys (dominated by the EOP) came to 

the same conclusion: ―in order to respect the President‘s inherent constitutional authority to 

manage a military campaign, 18 U.S.C. § 2340A [the prohibition against torture] as well as 

any other potentially applicable statute must be construed as inapplicable to interrogations 

undertaken pursuant to his Commander-in-Chief authority.‖ [70] When Congress passed an 

amendment reaffirming and clarifying that statutory ban, President Bush appended a signing 

statement to the statute; the administration would enforce the law, he informed Congress, ―in 

a manner consistent with the constitutional authority of the President to oversee the unitary 

executive branch and as Commander in Chief.‖ [71] Congressional offers to legalize the NSA 
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surveillance program were rejected as unnecessary (though ultimately Congress would pass 

laws in 2007 and 2008 making the president‘s behavior legal.) 

It should be noted that signing statements were a key part of the administration‘s process 

of beating the bounds of executive power, passing past precedent to become truly systematic. 

Bush issued more challenges to portions of legislation – 1,168 by one count -- than all his 

predecessors combined. Frequently these used the term ―unitary executive‖ as a justification 

for restricting bureaucratic behavior (Reagan, by comparison, used that phrase itself only 

once). [72] Often such statements had to do with limiting the transfer of information outside 

the executive branch. Indeed, secrecy issues, as with Nixon and Reagan, were paramount with 

the Bush administration, which was far more successful than those predecessors in limiting 

outside access to executive branch decisions and deliberations. [73] “I‘m the decider, and I 

decide what is best,‖ the president said in 2006. [74] The statement became immediate 

shorthand for his administrative strategy. 

 

 

BARACK AND BEYOND:  

THE FUTURE OF BUREAUCRATIC CONTROL 
 

Richard Nixon, despite his overreach, laid out a set of administrative strategies that his 

successors could utilize and improve. They have sought to do just that. Indeed, while the 

lineage presented here suggests a partisan pattern, that pattern traces theory more than 

practice: for instance, President Clinton issued signing statements, invoked executive 

privilege, evaded the constraints of the War Powers Resolution, and creatively varied the 

types of directives used to control the bureaucracy. [75] The question is more one of 

―positionality‖ than personality. As Hamilton foresaw, antecedents lead to consequences – 

whether in the sequential policymaking between the branches, or the internal sequence of the 

presidential office itself. 

Barack Obama‘s arrival in the White House in 2009 seemed to mark a major shift in the 

presidential attitude towards executive power, broadly defined. Aided by Democratic 

legislative majorities, Obama seemed content to seek major change by statutory means. His 

administration, he said, would be committed to ―an unprecedented level of openness.‖ [76] 

While not renouncing signing statements, he would use them sparingly, and ―not use signing 

statements to nullify or undermine congressional instructions as enacted into law.‖ [77] Far 

from saying the president was infallible, Obama‘s oratory seemed to suggest a willingness to 

listen to a range of views. Optimistic neo-Whigs contrasted, for example, Dick Cheney‘s 

justification of the Iran-contra affair – ―an effort by the majority to criminalize what was 

really a policy difference in terms of how we dealt…with the situation in Nicaragua‖ -- with 

Obama‘s promise that ―signing statements should not be used to suggest that the President 

will disregard statutory requirements on the basis of policy disagreements.‖ [78] 

Early on, Obama issued a series of executive orders lessening the presumption of 

government secrecy; pledging the closure of (though not closing) the Guantanamo Bay 

detention facility; reviewing ―detention policy options‖ generally; and ―ensuring legal 

interrogations.‖ In the last order, most notably, Obama rejected the array of administration 

legal opinions underpinning the broadest reaches of the theory of the unitary executive 

described here. This was a major shift, buried in bureaucratic boilerplate: ―officers, 
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employees, and other agents of the United States Government… may not, in conducting 

interrogations, rely upon any interpretation of the law governing interrogation… issued by the 

Department of Justice between September 11, 2001, and January 20, 2009.‖ [79] 

Still, as former Clinton chief of staff Leon Panetta pointed out during the 2008 campaign, 

―I don‘t think any president walks into their job and starts thinking about how they can 

minimize their authority.‖ [80] And the new administration‘s reversal of its predecessor‘s 

unilateral actions was conducted unilaterally. In the first two weeks of his term alone, 

President Obama issued ten formal orders and another ten memoranda to the executive 

agencies, on topics ranging from automobile emissions to Gazan refugees. He rejected the 

substance of past policy, that is, but not the manner of its formulation. Intriguingly, his choice 

for solicitor general (and, in May 2010, for the Supreme Court) was Elena Kagan, who as a 

Harvard Law professor had written approvingly of Bill Clinton‘s ―assertion of personal 

ownership over regulatory product.‖ [81] Obama‘s selection of Cass Sunstein (a high-

powered academic proponent of cost-benefit analysis) to direct OIRA likewise suggested a 

strong emphasis by the administration on regulatory affairs. 

And while the meat of the orders mattered, so, potentially, did the ellipses: in the 

executive order on interrogations noted above, for instance, they contain the proviso ―unless 

the Attorney General with appropriate consultation provides further guidance.‖ In early 

February 2009, the Obama Justice Department, to shrieks of protest from civil libertarians, 

endorsed the Bush administration strategy of invoking the ―state secrets doctrine‖ in a court 

case involving the rendition program. The case, administration attorneys argued, should be 

dismissed, since even discussing it in court could jeopardize national security. [82] In May 

2009, the president said that the detention regime ―can't be based simply on what I or the 

executive branch decide alone‖; but as 2010 began, it looked increasingly likely that Obama 

would issue an executive order deciding just that, continuing the regime of ―preventive 

detention‖ without charge or trial: as one administration aide put it, ―Legislation could kill 

Obama‘s plans.‖ [83] 

But legislation, too, might be finessed. The president‘s pledge not to use signing 

statements ―to nullify or undermine congressional instructions as enacted into law‖ could not 

survive the issuance of an actual signing statement: evading such instructions is exactly their 

point. By July 2009, Obama had issued a dozen signing statements doing so, such as one 

noting that a provision of a supplemental spending bill dealing with the IMF and World Bank 

―would interfere with my constitutional authority to conduct foreign relations by directing the 

Executive to take certain positions in negotiations or discussions...‖  

The Obama administration, then, continued to utilize the administrative tools it inherited. 

Assuming this will stay constant, the future burden of research must shift to trace the impact 

of the efforts by presidents to control the bureaucracy. We know what presidents said; we 

don‘t know, at least not systematically, what agencies did in response. [84] That is: how well 

are presidential efforts to control implementation themselves implemented? 

In fact, even if we make the heroic assumption that such efforts translate without 

bureaucratic, legislative, or judicial friction into outcomes, we should be careful to recognize 

other potential complications that may hinder an administrative strategy. Indeed, its very 

success could cause difficulties – both of coordination, as multiple actors in the bureaucracy 

(and ―counterbureaucracy‖) are mobilized, and of quality (since responsiveness and 

competence may be negatively associated). [85] Appointees placed for patronage reasons into 

a more complex set of crosscutting White House institutional machinery may find themselves 
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simply unable to work that machinery in a way that asserts the kind of control the president 

hoped to achieve in the first place. 

The narrative here, then, is certainly incomplete. But I hope it has shown that a 

succession of presidents have thought bureaucratic issues important enough to spend their 

limited managerial resources on. They think it works – or at least that it matters. Presidents‘ 

emphasis on administrative direction helps explain how they have moved from ―imperiled‖ 

(as Gerald Ford claimed) back towards imperial – and how they have learned to maneuver in 

such a way as to make the office increasingly unlikely to be imperiled again. The future of 

presidential power will be rooted in the administrative presidency. 
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